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NOMENCLATURE

A additional specific heat due to the wood-
water bond energy

a continuously differentiable vector

agr thermal expansion coefficient in grain
direction

ar thermal expansion coefficient in radial
direction

at thermal expansion coefficient in tangential
direction

B mass or volume dependent scalar property

b b:B/m or b=B/V

c specific heat

Co specific heat of dry wood

E energy

e energy per mass

h enthalpy

k conductivity

M moisture content

m mass

M' mass loss

MA mass fraction

mB burnt mass

N number of moles

outward normal vector

pressure



NOMENCLATURE

Pd work rate done by the system on the
surrounding pressure stresses

Ps work rate done by the shaft of the system

on the surroundings

Pt work rate done by the system on the
surrounding viscous stresses

Q heat flux

Qi heat of pyrolysis of reaction i

R gas constant

RHS right hand side

S''' local heat source or sink per unit volume

SPG specific gravity

Su surface

T temperature

t time

TN right hand boundary temperature

TO left hand boundary temperature

V volume

v frequency

Ve velocity

W work

X location

z defined in equation 6.35



NOMENCLATURE

Greek Symbols

defined in equation 5.6

density

9 time in the integration

Subscripts

B burnt

f final

g gas

i reaction i

j component j

m solid material

n number of nodal points

o original



TRANSIENT CONDUCTION WITH COUNTER MASS FLOW IN WOOD

1 INTRODUCTION

Wood is one of the most important resources in the

world and is one of the world's most widely used

industrial raw materials. It can be easily worked and has

an advantage over many other raw materials in that it is

renewable. Even though it is the oldest fuel used by mankind,

its chemistry is still not totally known. Due to its

complicated biochemical complexities, its analysis is very

difficult.

Therefore,

experiment.

and Lignin

Its properties vary even within the same plant.

the results of wood analysis change with each

The two main components of wood, Cellulose

are second to proteins, the most widely spread

organic substance (Ref. 1). In contrast to proteins,

there are only a few varieties of Cellulose and Lignin.

Wood is not a homogenous chemical structure. It is physically,

chemically and anatomically heterogenous.

A lot of houses are made of wood, especially here in

Oregon. Therefore, it is important to know and to predict

the behavior of wood in a fire. At temperatures below the

decomposition temperature with the assumption of constant

properties, the conduction equation together with
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the relevant boundary conditions can be solved for wood,

but as soon as higher temperatures exist and decomposition

is involved, an analytic solution can not be determined.

Either numerical methods or certain assumptions like

linear temperature distribution within the wood and abrupt

kinetics are necessary to obtain a solution.

To prevent spreading of fire in a building, so called

firestops are used. Firestops are (Ref. 2) designed to

interfere with the passage of flames up or across a

building. According to (Ref. 3) there are two ways the

fire resistance time can be defined:

a. The time taken by the pyrolysis layer to reach the

backface.

b. The time taken to obtain at the backface a

specified critical temperature.

The first definition indicates a resistance due to the

ability of wood to bear certain stress-loads, the second

one is based on fire penetration.

In order to determine the fire resistance time it is

therefore necessary to know the temperature distribution

and the decomposition rate of the wood layer.
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1.2 LITERATURE RESEARCH

Several articles on charring of wood in inert or

oxidative atmospheres have been published. Generally the

results reached differ with the experimental techniques

used. The constants for the activation energy vary for

example from 62 KJ/mol (Ref. 4) to 250 KJ/mol (Ref. 5) and

the heat of reaction varies from low endothermic (Ref. 1)

to exothermic (Ref. 6). None of the authors included in

his theoretical part,ablation of the char-layer or a

gasflow or variable properties of the wood.

There are mainly three different models used for the

chemical reaction. The simplest model (Ref. 3) assumes

abrupt kinetics with a constant endothermic heat of

reaction (no gasflow and no reactions with oxygen are

considered). This, together with other simplifications,

leads to an analytic solution. A more complicated model

(Ref. 6) is used by C.H.Bamford, J.Crank, and D.H. Malan.

They made the following assumptions:

a. The combustible properties of the decomposition

products remain the same throughout the

decomposition.

b. The rate at which gases escape from the surface

is determined by the rate of decomposition, and
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not by the rate of diffusion to the surface.

c. The thermal decomposition can be represented by a

single exothermic reaction of the first order.

They tried to make the theoretical results of this

model agree with experimental data by adjusting the

constants in the equation for the chemical reaction.

The most complicated model was developed by C.

Vovelle, H. Mellottee, and R. Delbourgo (Ref. 5). They

modeled the burning of wood as three different reactions.

They tried to adjust the constants of the reaction

equations so that the results agreed with experimental

data and that the constants for one of the two components

of wood (Cellulose) stayed the same as for a reaction of

this component alone. This model is used in this program

and later described in detail. Stanley Martin (Ref. 7)

examined the diffusion controlled ignition of cellulosic

materials. He heated the material with a radiant energy

source. Using different radiation levels and different

times of exposure, he measured the temperature

distribution and the weight loss rate. He also analyzed

the volatile pyrolysis products and the remaining liquid

and solid material. He suggests that the decomposition of

cellulose consists of at least two fundamentally different

reactions. One produces most of the volatile fuels, and
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the other one produces mainly water and carbon oxides.

Other authors (Ref. 4, 8, 9) expressed the heat evolution

in cellulosic solids as a fuction of temperature and

distance from the surface . Lee,et al., (Ref. 9) found the

effective heat of pyrolisis to be highly dependent on the

incident heat flux. The heat of pyrolysis is defined as

A
(

.4. . 7-11 8 4.

ai

where Q is the heat of pyrolysis,111,84. is the burned

mass, and the subscript i stands for reaction i. For low

heating rates, a negative overall mass weighted effective

heat of reaction (i.e. endothermic reaction) was

determined. For high heating rates a positive heat of

reaction' (i.e. exothermic reaction) was found. Blackshear,

et al. (Ref. 8) show graphs of the evolution of heat as a

function of temperature and distance from the surface.

They suggest an endothermic decomposition at 300-400 C and

an exothermic decomposition above 500 C. C. K. Lee, et al.,

(Ref. 9) also examined the pressure distribution of the

gases within the wood. To measure the pressure of the

gases, pressure probes connected to an electronic pressure

transducer were inbedded in the material. It was found

that the maximum pressure buildup was about 0.3 atm. above
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ambient pressure. The pressure was also dependent on

location, magnitude, and duration of the heat source. It

was also found that the pressure and the occurrence of

macroscopic cracks (about 1mm wide) were dependent on the

grain direction compared to the heated surface. For

perpendicular heating, no cracks were observed. They

suggest (without giving any details on the reactions) a

five reaction model for the thermal degradation of wood:

Reaction 1: Wood + Heat

Reaction 2: Tar

Reaction 3: Char + Air

Char + Tar + Gas

Char + Gas + Heat

Combustion Products

Reaction 4: Tar + Air Combustion Products

Reaction 5: Gas + Air Combustion Products

In Reference 10, a similar physical problem is solved

with a totally different application. A finite difference

method is used to determine the thermal response of boost

and entry heat shields devices. Due to friction. the

surface is heated. As high temperatures are reached, a

chemical reaction takes place, producing gases and the

surface ablates. The author used an explicit

method to derive the finite difference. equations. The

following assumptions were made:

a. A complete chemical equilibrium at the exposed

surface.
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b. A coordinate shift that causes the nodal points

to ride with the receding surface .

The receding surface was handled by combining two nodes as

soon as one of them reached a specified minimum thickness

(this was necessary for stability of the finite difference

method (explicit)). The chemical reaction taking place was

modeled by an exponential rate equation. A linear

combination of virgin material properties and completely

charred material was used. Also, temperature equilibrium of

the gases and the surrounding materials was assumed. The

properties of the gases and the materials were taken from

tables using an interpolation program to determine the

properties at each temperature. In order to avoid

temperature jumps when the surface node was combined with

the second node, the nodes that were combined are at the

unheated side, i.e. where the temperature difference

between the nodal points was small.
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2 DERIVATION OF THE EQUATIONS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Two ways are considered in this paper to obtain the

differential form of a physical problem. The first method

uses the integral form of the general laws and converts

the surface integrals with the use of Green's theorem to

volume integrals. A general law is characterized by the

fact that its application is independent of the nature of

the medium under consideration. Then, particular laws are

applied to the physical problem. A particular law is

characterized by the fact that its application depends on

the nature of the medium under consideration. A second

method uses a control volume approach. First a general

equation is obtained by the use of the integral forms of

two general laws, the 1st law of thermodynamics and the

law of mass conservation (continuity), and Fourier's law

of conduction. A control volume approach is used to get

the final equations which apply to the physical problem.
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2.2 DERIVATION OF THE GENERAL EQUATION

The universal integral form of a general law is

(Ref. 11):

( B ) (a(4.-32)v +ju ? nds,z
'system, ?ft

(2.1)

where B is a mass or a volume dependent scalar property

whose specific value b is given by

b = B / m or b = B / V (2.2)

repectively; m represents the mass, V the volume, 9 the

density, t the time, Su the surface, Ve the velocity, and

n the outward normal vector.

2.2.1 CONSERVATION OF MASS (CONTINUITY)

For the continuity equation B=m and b=1. Therefore

cint
-f- fklen.cLSIA.

d )sptein u
(2.3)

Since the left hand side of equation 2.3 is equal to zero

o .1 21 av
v ?t

Fve 12. Hs.. (2.4)



Using Green's theorem
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anclEa.= ad V (2.6)

with a being a continuously differentiable vector and Su

being a piecewise smooth surface, it is found that

+ Ve)= o (2.7)

For solids and incompressible fluids, ? = constant,

equation 2.7 reduces to,

Ve =0

2.2.2 FIRST LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS

Using Green's theorem, equation 2.7, and

equation 2.1 can be transformed into

(dB)
\ d t isystem =L f(f.bt)av

(2.8)

(2.9)

(2.10)



The conserved property B in this case is energy E.

Therefore:

=(ftt )systern. (7de-t) d v

Noting that the rate form of the first law of

thermodynamics states

11

(2.11)

(dE/dt)system = (dQ/dt)system - (dW/dt)system (2.12)

it is.found that

/ Ote \
)0LV = GZ. rt. d.Su. Pk PsjSificiv (2.13)

v V

Where Pt, Ps, and Pd are the work rates done by the system

on the surrounding viscous stresses, the shaft of the

system on the surroundings and the system on the

surroundings pressure respectively. S"' represents the

rate of a local energy sink or source per unit volume. For

frictionless incompressible fluids and for solids Pt = 0.

If no shaftwork is done by the system on the environment

and

Pd =f pvn d Su
su

(2.14)



equation 2.13 reduces to

using

y(1&)÷ v.( pv4-Q) = S"'

(pV) =V. VP

equation 2.15 can be transformed into

f + V ViD + V. =

or if P = constant

as,

f('0-t1-) -1- v. Q = s'"

12

(2.15)

(2.16)

(2.17)

(2.18)

Fourier's law of conduction (1 Dimensional) is given

Qx aT
x

where k stands for the conductivity and x for the

location.

(2.19)



2.2.3 THE FINAL EQUATIONS

Using equation 2.19 and equation 2.18,one can show

that for

13

= h = c T (2.20)

where h, c, T are the enthalpy, the specific heat, and the

temperature respectivelylequation 2.21 is valid.

From this it follows

or

(2.21)

sfc (2-T--,t)+.v,rcer--r
c,,

os = 0 (2.22)

)`(3"1/4) Vx?c(.2:)+s'i=fc(I--)ax a t
(2.23)



2.3 CONTROL VOLUME APPROACH

Figure 1 shows the control volume used

/1"

/B
/

I

DE i

( NI; C4)xi z e I I ( Pi; T9 C/),,.,

I

114

I

i i Qxtax/
I /

1 // I/ V
X

Figure 1. Control volume for the wood element

From the control volume, it follows that,

6 H gx (am-2,x 1:3 H + )%

(MiT5 Ct)xt S = ;(!z

E =m ct., + N/1 T

(2.24)

(2.25)

14

where the subscripts M and g stand for solid material and



gas respectively.

15

== fH E3 Ve (2.26)

77. H

Equations 2.24 to 2.28 lead to

( 4;%.Ax) EB + 20.4

(61% x+.20c) 0
Ve

( Tres*
ox j--

4 X

with lim ax --- CP.

3 (

ax C F ve ax ) s

--= (51, ) fre:

where S is the sum of

S

(2.27)

(2.28)

(2.29)

(2.30)
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a. The heat source or energy sink per unit volume.

b. The thermal energy of the produced gases per unit

volume.
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3 CHEMICAL COMPONENTS OF WOOD

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Wood as a product of biological development is a

complex substance both anatomically and chemically. It is

non-uniform even within a single tree and varies somewhat

between individuals of same species and often greatly

between species. Wood is made out of small cells and has

a fibrous structure. All wood substances include lignin

and a polysacharide system Holocellulose. Holocellulose

consists of Wood Cellulose, Eemicellolose , and

subordinate amounts of Pectic materials (Ref. 12). However,

these components are not neat, easily identifiable

chemical components. Lignin is apparently a series of

closely related tridimensional polymers of varying

degrees of polymerization, a part of which is linked

chemically to a portion of the Holocellulose.

Cellulose is closely associated with some of the

Hemicellulose (Ref. 12). In this paper a brief description

of the most important components of wood is given.
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3.2 CELLULOSE

The empirical formula of cellulose is (C N w C) 51.

It's monomer has the following structure

or (in a short form)

OH

H

The polymer is of the following structure

The weight per molecule of Cellulose is very high and is

determined by the degree of polymeri ation. A

Macromolecule of a Cellulose contains up to 15,000 glucose

residues and it is about 0.01 mm long. Its diameter is

about 5.1 .1C m and can not be seen in a microscope. In

wood the degree of polymerization is, according to Ref. 1,



about 1000-1600.

3.3 HEMICELLULOSE

19

Hemicellulose consists mainly of two components,

Pentosans and Hexosans. It is far less resistant to action

of delute acids than other cell wall components, and it

might also be combined in other components of high

molicular weight.

3.3.1 PENTOSANS

The most importent Pentosan.in Hemicellulose is

Xylan. Its degree of polymerization is between 70 and

200. Its chemical structure is

3.3.2 HEXANS



Mannan is the most common Hexan of Hemicellulose.

Its degree of polymerization is about 160 and its

chemical structure is as follows

CkizOR

c1-12.01.1

3.4 PECTIN

20

Pectin mainly exists in young plants. In older woods

the percentage of pectin is only around 0.5%. The weight

per Mol is around 100,000. The chemical structure is

CGC.C14, OH coo-CH,

OH COON OH
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3.5 LIGNIN

Lignin is defined as that incrusting material of the

plant which is built mainly, if not entirely, of

phenylpropane building stones (Ref. 12). The chemical

structure of phenylpropane is

C CH-C CC H

In contrast to the polysacharides, Lignin is resistant

towards strong mineral acids, and is aromatic in nature.

Lignin is a group of high-molecular, amorphous compounds

that are chemically very closely related. A typical

monomer of Lignin is dihydroeugnol

H d C



By condensing this typical monomer to a polymer, the

following structure is reached.

C C

oc H,

22
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3.6 COMPOSITION OF WOOD

A table showing the composition of Fir (Picea excelsa) is

shown below (Ref. 1). Due to different experiments the

data for the consituents vary. Therefore, three values are

presented for each component:

a. the maximum value MAX (%)

b. the minimum value MIN (%)

c. the mean value MEAN (%)

Component MAX MIN MEAN

Holocellulose 75.7 67.9 71.87

Cellulose 59.13 41.0 49.13

Hemicellulose

total 26.25 16.39 20.87

Pentosans 12.86 8.0 9.28

Hexosans 13.38 8.38 11.59

Lignin 28.5 16 23.9
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4 PROPERTIES OF WOOD, CHAR, AND THE GASES

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Generally all physical properties are temperature

dependent. As wood is not a uniform material, its

properties are also, up to a certain amount, dependent on

the species and the individual plant. In this paper

average values are used, and in the case of temperature

dependence, linear approximations are made. For the gases,

an ideal gas approach is used to determine the properties

of the gas mixture. For each individual gas first and

second order approximations for the temperature dependence

are made. Generally for all mixtures the principle of

superposition (i.e. linear relationships are assumed) is

used.

4.2 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF WOOD

First it is necssary to define specific gravity and

grain: Specific gravity is the ratio of the weight of

a given volume of wood to that of an equal volume of

water at a standard temperature (Ref. 2).
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Since the weight of wood in a given volume changes

with the shrinkage and swelling caused by changes in

moisture content, specific gravity is an indefinite

quantity unless the conditions under which it is

obtained are specified.

Grain is often used in reference to annual rings

but also employed to indicate the direction of the fibers.

It is also used by painters as open grained and closed

grained, meaning the relative size of the pores.

In this text grain is used to indicate the direction

of the fibers.

4.2.1 THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY

The factors that affect conductivity in wood are:

a. direction of grain

b. specific gravity

c. moisture contents

d. kind, quantity, and distribution of extractives

e. checks, knots, cross grains

Thermal conductivity is approximately the same in radial

and tangential direction, but it is generally 2.25 to 2.75

times larger along the grain than in transverse
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directions. It increases with specific gravity (i.e. the

lighter weight woods are the better insulators) and

moisture contents.

The values for thermal conductivity of oven-dry wood

range from 0.41 W / m K for Balsa (specific gravity of

0.16) to 1.3 W / m K for Sugar Marbel (specific gravity of

0.66).

If the specific gravity S (based on volume at current

moisture content and weight when oven-dry) and the

moisture content M of the wood are known, the conductivity

can be determined by (Ref. 2):

I< --1=
[ S ( 1.3q + 2.8 M ) -t- 0.165j 0.142.- l3 (4.1)

where K is the thermal conductivity in W / m K. A chart of

conductivity verses moisture content for several different

specific gravities is shown in Figure 2.

4.2.2 SPECIFIC HEAT

Specific heat of dry wood is mainly temperature

dependant. It is approximately related to temperature T in

Kelvin by



IL

0.1

0
0 /o 20

MOISTURE CONTENT (Z)
Figure 2. The thermal conductivity of wood versus
moisture content for different specific gravities.

30
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Co 0.25 + o.co6 ( 1.87 45'7, 67 ) j 4.184 (14.2)

where Co has the units J / g K. When wood contains water,

the specific heat is increased because the specific heat

of water is larger than that of dry wood and because of an

additional specific heat due to a water-wood bond energy.

The specific heat of moist wood is given by

c=ru±tf.c2. +A]..4,184 (14.3)

where M is the fractional moisture content of the wood, Ca

is the specific heat of dry wood, and A is the additional

specific heat due to the wood-water bond energy. For M

being around 10%,A ranges from about 0.02 at 302.6 K to

about 0.04 at 333.2K. For M around 30%1A ranges from about

0.04 at 302.6 K to about 0.09 at 333.2K.

A graph using linear interpolation and extrapolation

of this data showing the specific heat verses temperature

for oven-dry wood and wood with 10% and 30% moisture

content is shown in Figure 3.



900

TEMPERATURE ( K )
Figure 3. The specific heat of wood versus
temperature for different moisture contents.
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4.2.3 SPECIFIC GRAVITY

The thermal expansion coefficients of oven-dry wood

are positive in all directions. The thermal expansion

coefficients arelhowever, dependent on the direction.

PARALLEL TO THE GRAIN

The thermal expansion coefficients very only slightly

with specivic gravity and species. They range from 3.1.IC
-6

to 4.5
6
per degree Kelvin.

RADIAL AND TANGENTIAL

The radial and tangential thermal expansion

coefficients are proportional to wood density. They are 5

to 10 times greater than the parallel to the grain

coefficient. For a specific gravity range of 0.1 to 0.8,

they can be approximated by (Ref. 2):

'avt = 1.8 (33 SPG q.q) de K (14.14)

at = 1.8 (33 SPG K+18.4)-(0-
de3

(4.5)
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From this, the specific gravity can be calculated by:

SPG = SPGR
( I + alAT) (l + at z,--;-) ( ait LT)

(4.6)

where spg is the specific gravity, spgr is the specific

gravity at reference temperature, ar, at, agr are the

thermal expansion coefficients in radial, tangential, and

grain direction, and Ll- is the temperature difference to

the reference temperature.

Only the thermal expansion coefficients for dry wood

are generally of interest since shrinkage due to loss of

moisture is much larger than the thermal expansion.

Values for Ar, at, and agr are shown on Figure 4.

4.3 PROPERTIES OF THE CHAR

Very little has been published about the properties

of char. In this paper constant properties are assumed.

The density of char is assumed to be about 40% of the

density of wood (Ref. 3). The thermal conductivity is

dependent on direction. The difference for the directions
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is about 30%. In this paper an average value is assumed.

The specific heat of char is assumed to be 2 J / g K (Ref.

3).



0 .5

SPECIFIC GRAVITY
Figure 4. The expansion coefficients of wood in
tangential and radial direction versus specific gravity
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14.4 PROPERTIES OF THE GASES

According to Stanley Martin (Ref. 7) approximately 97

to 98 % of the gas products are carbon dioxide and carbon

monoxide . The rest is Hz , CH4, CZ 1-fy., and CZ Pc- . In this

paper the effects of Hz , CHI, C2.i44., and CL -.14 are

neglected. The gas products are treated as a mixture of CO

and CO . The following properties are of interest for this

paper :

a. density

b. specific heat

The gases are treated as ideal gases. Therefore

Ni R Tin
V7,1

(4.7)

where the subscript m stands for mixture , -ej and N, are

the pressure and the number of mols of component j

respectively. T is the temperature and R is the gas

constant. From the laws for ideal gases it can be shown,

that

p,t,1 N
(14.8)

It is assumed that the gases are at atmospheric pressure.



With these assumptions the density of component

-F)

mi

CRT)
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(14.9)

can be determined Mi is the mass of component j per mol

of component j. Putting equation 4.8 to 4.10 together we

obtain :

_ N M
RT

-N4m

Nm M

where tfizii is, the mass fraction of component j.

(4.10)

( 4.11)

For the specific heat, a second order temperature

dependency is assumed :

SH = a b -r + c T2 ( . 12 )

From Ref. 13 the constants are as follows :

CC) : = 26. 58 I ; b = 6.q7/ .10 -5; = 0.821 0-6 ( 4. 13 )



CO2 a = 26.016 b= 43.528/03

C= cPd3 0-6

36

(4.14)

The units for the specific heat c are J / mol K and T is

in Kelvin. Cm is than calculated by:

Cire. = 7 Cc, M4) (4.15)

A chart for CO2, CO, and a mixture of 60% CO2 and 40% CO

is shown in Figure 5,6,and 7.
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Figure 5. The specific heat of CO gas versus
temperature
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t...)Figure 6. The specific heat of COt gas versus
crotemperature
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Figure 7. The specific heat of a 60% CO1 and 40% CO
gas mixture.
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5 THE SOURCE TERM

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Burning of wood in air is the sum of various complex

reactions. Due to differences in composition and complexity

of the reactions averaging and some simplifications are

necessary to model degradation of wood. In this paper, the

following assumptions are made (Ref. 5): a. Wood consists

only of three components; Lignin, Hemicellulose, and

Cellulose. b. The reactions can be modeled by two parallel

1st order reactions, and one successive 1st order

reaction. c. Lignin and Hemicellulose can be treated as

one uniform component.

Linear approximations are used to calculate the'mass

fraction of each component and it is assumed that

superposition can be used to determine the mass loss of

each component. Constant (i.e. temperaturer independent)

heat of reaction for each chemical reaction are used.
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5.1.1 THE CHEMICAL REACTICNS

The decomposition of wood can be subdivided into

three different chemical reactions. The first reaction

takes place at temperatures of about 250 C. It is an

endothermic pyrolysis of Lignin and Hemicellulose. With

higher temperatures (T around 350 C) wood underCoes

active pyrolysis. Decomposition of Lignin ami Hemicellulose

continues and the onset of pyrolysis of Cellulose occurs

(Reaction 2). This processiin contrast to the first one, is

an exothermic reaction. The third reaction takes place at

temperatures above 350 C. The surface char layer

reacts in an exothermic reaction with air.

5.1.2 HEAT OF REACTION

The overall mass weighted effective heat of pyrolysis

is defined by (Ref. 9)

2E 62- tvi:
o ==

m;
(5.1)

where a.; is the heat of pyrolysis of control mass j, M.

is the mass loss of component j and Qo is the overall

effective heat of pyrolysis. Qo is dependent on the

magnitude of the heat source the wood is exposed to. For
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low heating rates it is negative, i.e. the overall

reaction is endothermic and for higher heating rates it is

positive i.e. the overall reaction is exothermic. The heat

evolution in a cylinder with a radius of 1.75 cm as a

function of location and temperature is shown in Figure 8.

(Ref. 8).

The chemical reactions taking place can be simplified

to the following:

Lignin + Hemicellulose + Heat Char + Tar + Gas (R1)

Cellulose Gas + Heat + Char (R2)

Char + Air Gas + Heat (R3)



300 500 700

TEMPERATURE ( K J

goo

Figure 8. Local relative heat-source strength in a

cylinder with a radius of 1.75 cm.
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5.2 MODELING THE CHEMICAL REACTIONS

5.2.1 RATE OF REACTION

The rate of reaction is defined (Ref. 14) as the

decrease in concentration per unit time of one of the

reactants.

rate = -d[A]/dt (5.2)

where A represents the concentration of reactant A

measured at time t. If "a" represents the initial

concentration of A and "x" represents the concentration of

the product at time t, then the rate can be also expressed

by:

rate = dx/dt (5.3)

rate = - d(a-x)/dt (5.4)
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5.2.2 RATE CONSTANT

The rate constant is the rate of change in

concentration of reactant or product with time for a

reaction in which all the reactants are at unit

concentration (Ref. 14). The rate of reaction can then be

expressed by (Rate law):

dx _1c F (a, b, c,----)
dt (5.5)

where x is the concentration of the product, k is the rate

constant and F(a,b,c,...) represents a function of the

concentrations of reactants a, b, c, .

5.2.3 ORDER OF REACTION

The order of reaction is defined as the sum of the

powers of the concentration terms that occur in the

differential form of the rate law (Ref. 14). The order is

usually a small whole number, but in special cases it may

have a fractional value or be zero. Typical rate laws are:

K (a %)°dt
K (a_90at

dx K (ax)2dt
To model the decomposition of wood three,lst order



reactions are assumed. The term e( is defined as

Mai -
110; - Mss
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(5.6)

where Nis the initial mass of component i for

reaction j, rt, is the mass of constituent i at time t

and r16 is the final mass of component i for reaction j.

With Nj being the order of the jth reaction the rate

expression for c is:

0,i exP c'ej)(5.7)
at RT

Assuming 1st order reactions

c(c4g

(5.8)
1.71:

k0,3 .exP c<j)dt

As T is an unknown function of time, this equation can not

be integrated directely. Therefore a Taylor's series

f(z) = f(a.)+ f /(a) (z - ) "(4)(z-ek)2 .t. (5.9)
2!

is used. 0101Lat t + dt can then be expressed as

c<toq+zit a{ dt" d x
(5.10)



where k is the order of approximation. In this program a

1st order approximation is made i.e.

c)4t+Ait = cXt-

5.2.4 THE COMPOSITION OF WOOD

247

(5.11)

Very little is known or has been published on thermal

degradation of Hemicellulose and Lignin. In this evaluation

'therefore, the wood is considered to be made out of two

components (Ref. 5):

a. Hemicellulose and Lignin treated as a uniform

Material with a starting mass-fraction of 50%.

b. Cellulose

Figures 9, 10, 11 show the mass-fraction of each component

for each of the three reactions verses time for several

different temperatures.



0 . 4

0 lo

TIME (S)
Figure 9. Mass fraction of Hemicellulose and Lignin
versus time for different temperatures.

2.0



/o
TIME (S)

Figure 10. Mass fraction of Cellulose versus time for
different temperatures.
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0 it)

TIME t 5 )
Figure 11. Mass fraction of Char versus time for
different temperatures.

2.17



5.3 CALCULATION OF THE SOURCE

With these assumption; the source term S can be

calculated by the following equations

51 03

51

(5.12)

where t113 is the mass-loss and Qj is the effective heat of

pyrolysis for component j. can be determinde from

M8.3 (5.13)

The overall effective source can then be calculated by

superposition

S = Z sd

5.4 THE CONSTANTS

5.4.1 ACTIVATION ENERGY AND RATE CONSTANTS

The activation energy for reaction 1 (Lignin +

(5.14)

Hemicellulose) is, for all species, approximately 84 KJ/mol.

The rate constant varies from 1.4 .10
5/s

for Fir to 3.7
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'105/s for Oak. The final mass-fraction, Yf, is 0.4. For

Cellulose the activation energy (reaction 2 is 250 KJ/mol

iq

and the rate constant varies from 6.2 10 for Fir to 4.5

0
0 for Oak. The final mass-fraction varies from 0.38

for Fir to 0.23 for Poplar. The third reaction (Char) has

an activation energy of 84 KJ/mol and a rate constant

varying from 7-103 for Readwood to 1.104 for Fir. The

final mass-fraction is zero.

5.4.2 THE HEAT OF REACTION

For the heat of decomposition an average of each

temperature field was taken (relative high heating rates

are assumed).

5.4.3 THE HEAT SOURCE

From the above datas the strength of the heat source

for each reaction can be calculated by

S3 = Q3 Ltvi,; (5.15)

where o tr'; is the burnt mass per unit time of reaction j.

Then the overall effect is obtained by summation of all

heat sources. All constants used in the program are
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summarized in Table 1.



Cellulose:

activation energy

rate constant

heat of reaction

: 250 KJ/mol

: 6 .10'9 /s

: 1883 J/g

initial mass fraction : 1

end mass fraction : 0.4

Hemicellulose and Lignin:

activation energy

rate constant

heat of reaction

Char:

: 84 KJ/mol

: 1.4 .10 /s

: -168 J/g

initial mass fraction : 1

end mass fraction : 0.4

activation energy

rate constant

heat of reaction

: 84 KJ/mol

: 1 104 /s

: 1465 J/g

initial mass fraction : 0.4

end mass fraction : 0

Table 1. Constants used in the computer

program.

514
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6 THE COMPUTER PROGRAM

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The partial differential equation derived in chapter

2 was solved numerically. An implicit method was used to

obtain a set of finite differnce equations. These

equations were then solved by a matrix decomposition

method. For the linear problem (constant properties), a

stability analysis was investigated. The program was able

to handle four different boundary conditions on each side

of the slab: insulated, constant temperature, constant

heat flux, and convection to an ambient temperature.

6.2 DERIVATION OF THE FINITE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS

The partial differential equation solved in the

program is shown in equation 6.1 and 6.2.

or

c;(k(cdL_T-)) c3p5ve(i)-1,) + s'"d X

(P9 ci +(o) cm) :7;

a(k(-Tc)) cs(0,5ve4)
dX

C,9 d

(6.1)

(6.2)



tell-1g a control volume shown below

Mai trial i4atevial

: ... I, _...

and dividing equation 6.2 into four parts

A =
(1<(,:t))

(:)76

8= Cgeg Ve

c esc, -+ cfit)1

=--
AS

111
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( 6 . 3 )

(6.4)

( 6 . 5 )

( 6 . 6 )

equation 6.2 is first integrated from (XL to

(XL /IX) and then over the time interval. The

integration of A is written



t/
2

(k("1-T-)) dx ( dT ,

d:t
,1/2 ?Cc- '2

(-6-1.)!
I

dT
C-1 C.;Tt)
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(6.6)

Using first order approximations for the derivatives,

equation 6.7 is obtained.

fA=ki( Tzlq )/ax ke-1 izr--11/4X (6.7)

Now equation 6.7 is integrated from to G
L'.11

by the use

of an implicit method.

j'41(ke (7+, )4X bCc_i ( 7-1)4x ) d&
ez (6.8)

= kz (7.1-1A+1 .e+1)/4% (74., i+! 2-4-1)/4x

where the subscripts i-1, i, i+1 stand for location and

1+1 for time.

Integrating B

tZe+/2

'
Cg P9 ve oix = Cg Pg Ve T

L-2 (6.9)

Pg,i,Cet:VeiTz+x, Cq i-ITE-
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Using a linear temperature distribution within x, equation

6.10 is obtained.

j= C3 T÷1

Pty, Z-/ Ve, Cr/ )/Z

Now equation 6.10 is integrated from to 5c+, .

Ve, (Te+1 + T )/2 i_1

CTS + Tz_4 V2) d & kE (7.44, ,t+/ +
(6.11)

eg, Cs, Ve, .tiq -77,1+0 /2

where the subscripts are the same as in equation 6.8.

Integrating C

(6.10)

Ve, -1

(9T ci
c nA)/-2 g

3 , c)79
Cg

(6.12)

aT
) Az / 2 + C9, z-r C 6

Integrating equation 6.12 from 9t: to ezilone can get



Ps,

P,,t, E-t Cfft, L' -1) ax/2) de

4 »I, C Mit

59

(6.13)

PArt 1:-.1 Cm, 1, -/ )( "Tz,J24.1

where the subscripts i, i -1 indicate the location and 1,

1-1 indicate the time.

Integration of D over time leads to

6111
4- ) LX/2 de =S") /5

Gc:

((Si ÷ 5);Li)z)Lc9
(6.14)

where S"' stands for (see chapter 3) the sum of:

a. The heat source or energy sink per unit volume S.

b. The thermal energy of the produced gases per unit

volume,Sg.

Assuming that the gases in each control volume are

produced at an average temperature (i.e. a linear

temperature distribution within each element):

59 = )115,z.-1 Cg,z-r (TE-1,,Q+1 + TC, £ +1 )/2 (6.15)



where 11-15iL..1 is the amount of gas produced in element

i-1.

6.2.1 THE FINITE DIFFERENCE EQUATION (IMPLICIT FORM)

Putting equations 6.8, 6.11, 6.13, 6.15, and 6.16

together an equation of the following form can be

obtained:

CZ:Tz-i, .4.1 ÷ bi. Te,-t+1 + C -1-4.1,1+1

= R HSE, i

where RHS stands for the right hand side and

1 = k 4:-.1 '19(:/eIxe + ti 1.-1 Cs, z-iVe, z-t 1(9/2

+ )1.B,L-1 Cg 1z-1/2

bz = ckzkz...1)49/6.x (ti,i.Ve,t: C9, z

60

(6.16)

(6.17)

tc9 , z-rVe, e-1 Cs, 1-1) 46/2 47;/%2 ( Pg, i 4i

(6.18)

+ PI7z, CA, z + Pg, z-i C9, :4 + Pm., i-i Cm, e:-1)

+ m8, z -1 C6, z-1/

C(= ke o6 /4a Ps, z: Cg, i Ve,i 4(9/2 (6.19)
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R H S = x/2 ( Si + Se -1) z/2 C9,4*

(6.20)
+-en, Crt, + P3, z C9, i-t + 1-t Cm, Ti, ,e

6.3 TREATMENT OF THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Four different boundary conditions are considered:

insulated, constant temperature, constant heat flux, and

convection to an ambient temperature. The boundary

conditions influence only the first and the last of the

finite difference equations, the rest stay unchanged.

6.3.1 INSULATED BOUNDARY

A pseudo or image point is used. The velocity in the

pseudo area is supposed to be zero. The other properties

used are the same as in the boundary. This leads to the

following equations:

Insulated left side:

TT-0+1 (6.21)



bz-T-0,1÷1 + + cc:)7,1+1 = RHS

Insulated right side:

Tn+l, = t+1
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(6.22)

(6.23)

(az + cz) bz.-r = RHS (6.24)

6.3.2 CONSTANT TEMPERATURE

The number of equations is reduced by one

for each boundary with a fixed temperature. Thus, for

a given left boundary temperature, TO:

cl-r2,/÷1 ------ RHS ai TO (6.25)

or for a given right boundary temperature TN:

an-4-7;-2,1*/ bn_, p./
S Cn_ITN (6.26)



6.3.3 CONSTANT HEAT FLUX

As the material is not uniform a 1st order

approximation for the temperature derivative is made:

Q = -k (Ti "T-1)/2

With this assumption the equations are as follows:

To T1 = 0A,Az
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(6.27)

(6.28)

for a given heat flux at the left bounday. For a given

heat flux at the right boundary:

T, T, = Q //0x (6.29)

with Q being defined as positive if in the +x direction.

6.3.4 CONVECTIVE BOUNDARY CONDITION

Similar to the constant heat flux boundary condition,

a 1st order approximation for the temperature derivatives

is made. This leads to the following equation for a left
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convective boundary

To (h ko/ax) k, /ax T = h -Az TH (6.30)

and for a right convective boundary

( ki,/4x )- Ici4x Ta.=- h TH (6.31)

where h is the convective heat transfer coefficient and TH

is the ambient temperature.

6.4 METHOD SOLVING THIS SET OF EQUATIONS

Any matrix AA can be decomposed into a lower

triangular (LL) and an upper triangular (UU) matrix, i.e.

AA = LL*UU (6.32)

where * implies matrix multiplication. The equations

to be solved can than be rewritten as

LL*UU*x = f (6.33)

where f, z and x are vectors. Or



with

LL*z f
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(6.34)

z = UU*x (6.35)

Now equation 6.34 is solved for z by a forward solution.

Then equation 6.35 is solved for x by a backward solution.

6.4.1 THE MATRIX DECOMPOSITION

A triagonal matrix of the form

s. ..'
.b a,_

can be decomposed in most cases (i.e. as long as AA is non

singular and bc-a.y.
-1

with yi is not zero
cui

(Ref. 15)). Then the lower and upper diagonal matrix are

of the following form:



o

A-I

The coefficients of the lo wer and upper diagonal matrix

are as follows :

= az bzrz-1 z- 2, 3, 4. n

66

( 6 . 36 )

(6.37)

= ( . 1 : / / a z 2, 3., 4 /1-1 (6.38)
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6.4.2 SOLUTION FOR X

First equation 6.35 is solved for z. z is defined as

z, = f. /at

Zz = -cz
/61/4. < = 2, 3, 4 -----

Then the final solution for x is given by

= Zit

Zi =

6.4.3 OPERATIONAL COUNT FOR THIS METHOD

(6.39)

(6.40)

(6.41)

(6.42)

There are (Ref. 15)

3n - 2 operations necessary to find °4 and r
3n - 2 operations necessary to find z

2n - 2 operations necessary to find x.

Therefore, only approximately 8n operations are necessary

for each solution. It should also be mentioned that it is
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not necessary to store the whole triagonal Matrix (nxn).

All zero value elements can be omitted. So it is

sufficient to store only a 3xn matrix.

6.5 TREATMENT OF THE ABLATING SURFACE

For each time step the density of the char is

calculated. As soon as the density goes below a certain

value, this interval is treated as being burnt, i.e. the

current boundary condition is transferred to the next

nodal point.

6.6 REASONS FOR THE IMPLICIT METHOD

A nonliear equation has at least (necessary

condition) to satisfy the stability criterion for a linear

equation of the same type. (The linear case can be looked

at as a limit for very slowly varying properties.) The

corresponding linear equation to equation 2.30 is (The

source term can be neglected for the stability analysis):

( F9-rz (5.43)

To get the stability criterion a "von Neumann Criterion"

(Ref. 16) is used. Assume that the solution of the



homogenious finite difference equation is of the form

WA.exp(avhere j denotes knq and v is a positive

constant. Whether the solution remains bounded as t

becomes large can be determinde by the amplification

factor KSI.

1"1. H(±+ciE)/H(t)
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(6.44)

If KSI is smaller than one, the function H(t) remains

bounded. In general, components of all frequencies v may be

present, i.e. H(t) must be bounded for all v:

6.6.1.1 STABILITY ANALYSIS

The finite difference equation (implicit) of equation

6.43 is

k (7,-.+1,i+i 2 Te., 2+1 + 1+1 )/h --.pcve/2;ix
(6.45)

Tim, 1+1 = Pc/htTe,,et,

with

L PC ;hit'

equation 6.45 transforms to

_ pc ht

2 hx
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La.CTLf, I*/ 27-1 Li "1

7:-1,17`1) "7" TT, T ,

or

(L4 +(/a +

+1 ) 7 , _141 = -T ,

Assuming

H (t) ex? (j V Ze

and

= 6Vx
leads to

2 La Cos(10 26a.SinCw)j- -(2 La + 1)

= H2 -/H4.74/

The absolute value of H(i)/H(i+1) is therefore

(6.46)

(6.47)

(6.48)

(6.49)

(6.50)

Albs (41La12 Cos-20V)- 8 Lei Cos (W) 4Let Cos cvv)
(6.51)

aLZ -I. 4 La 4 COQ Smtw))--:- ALs (1-/4/Hii.1)

For stability, the absolute value has to be bigger than 1.
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First Ga is discussed. For 6a = 0 the absolutevalue has

a minimum . Thereforelit is sufficient to show stability

for 6x4 = 0. For Go. = 0 equation 6.52 reduces to

Abs {2ta. (Ces(w) -1) 1 = Abs ( ) (6.52)

or

Abs Co-v(w)- = A s 1-1L/Ht+,) (6.53)

From this it can be seen that the implicit method for the

linear problem is always stable.

6.6.2 MATRIX DECOMPOSITION VERSES ITERATIVE SOLUTION

Three different methods of solving 1-dimensional

heat-transfer problems were considered:

a. Matrix decomposition

b. Gauss-Seidel iterative method with successive

displacement.

c. Iterative method (successive displacement) solving for

all timesteps simultaneously.

It was found that even with the use of an optimal over

relaxation factor the matrix decomposition method is

substantially faster than the iterative methods.
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Therefore, the matrix decomposition method was chosen.

A description of the computer program using this

method along with a flow chart is presented in Appendix A.

Appendix B contains the complete computer program.
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7 RESULTS

Two different boundary conditions were examined:

a. constant heat flux

b. a convective boundary

In both cases, the original specific gravity was 0.75 and

the reference temperature was the initial temperature of

300 K. The slab was 25 mm thick and insulated on the

unheated side (this is equivalent to a 50 mm thick slab

heated from both sides symetrically). A specific gravity

of 0.75 was choosen so that the results may be compared

with temperature profiles measured by C. K. Lee, R. F

Chaiken, and J. M. Singer (Ref. 9). Density and

temperature profiles for each case are shown.

7.1 CONSTANT HEAT FLUX

A 25 mm thick slab of wood was heated by a constant

heat flux of 80000 J / s. This heat flux corresponds

to real fire conditions (Ref. 9). Initially the wood was

at 300 K and had a specivic gravity of 0.75 (i.e. a

density of 7.5 IC
sgi-vn3

). It took 198 seconds to burn

the whole slab. The boundary temperature (i.e. the

temperature of the char before it was totally burnt) was

around 1400 K. Graphs showing the temperature profiles and
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the density profiles in the slab are shown in Figures

12-16.

Generally the boundary temperatures were much higher

than the temperatures measured by Ref. 9. The reason for

that is, that at high temperatures the reradiation of wood

is fairly high. Therefore, the actual heat flux absorbed by

the wood is much lower.

As it can be seen from the Figures 12-16, the

chemical reaction takes place only in a very thin part

close to the surface. Due to the high heat flux and

relative low conductivity of wood the temperature increases

only in an approximately 1 to 2 mm thick layer. This

"reaction zone" moves inwards with a velocity of

approximately 6 to 8 mm/min. On one side of the "reaction

zone" the surface is ablating, while on the other end the

temperature is still close to the initial temperature.

Parallel to the rise in temperaturela loss in density due

to the chemical reactions is taking place. The main drop

in density accurs around 700 to 800 K when reactions 1 and

2 are taking place. Due to the fast reaction and low

conductivity the velocity of the "reaction zone" is nearly

constant over the whole time period and independent of the

thickness of the slab. (i.e. the reaction is only taking
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place at the surface)
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The reasons for different temperatures at the boundary at

different times in Figure 16 are:

a. The actual boundary is not exactely at this

location.

b. Due to the treatment of the ablating nodes in

the computer program, different nodes were

directly exposed to the heat source for a

different amount of time.
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7.2 CONVECTIVE BOUNDARY

The same physical
properties and the same initial

conditions were chosen as in the constant heat flux case.

A heat transfer
coefficient of 18.4 J / s was chosen.

This is the value used by Hohoku and Akita (Ref. 17). An

ambient temperature of 1300 K was chosen, which is

slightly lower than the boundary temperature under

constant heat flux conditions. Density and temperature

profiles are shown in Figures 17-29.

In contrast to the constant heat flux case, the

boundary temperatures are not constant, they increase with

time. The reason is that the reaction is much slower. As a

result the influence of conduction within the wood slab

can be seen. The boundary temperatures turn out to be

around 850 to 900 K which is lower than the value of 1000

K in Ref. 9. The reason is that the heat source used in

their experiment is a laser radiation source and not

convection to an ambient temperature.
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Figure 18. Temperature and density of wood versus
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Figure 23. Temperature and density of wood versus
location for time t=360 s and a convective boundary.
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location for time t=480 s and a convective boundary.
(T ambient = 1300 K)
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Figure 26. Temperature and density of wood versus
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and a convective boundary. (T ambient = 1300 K)
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A major density drop accurs at temperatures around

700 K which is slightly lower than in the constant heat

flux case. The "reaction zone" is wider and not as

distinctive as in the first case. The reason for that is,

that due to the lower incoming energy, the heating of the

slab is slower. Therefore, a part of the incoming energy is

conducted into the slab where decomposition starts. The

velocity with which the surface is ablating is not

constant. At the beginning it is much slower (0.4 mm/min)

where after about 6 minutes the velocity reaches a value

of about 0.6 mm/min.

7.3 CONCLUSIONS

Decomposition of wood under fire-conditions takes

place only at a thin area at the surface. This "reaction

zone" depends on the boundary conditions between 1 and 3

mm thick. The temperature of the char before it is totally

burnt depends also on the boundary condition. For high

energy sources, values of 1400 K were found, while for low

energy sources a value of 850 to 900 K was determined. In

the second case the boundary temperature was also

depending on time, while in the first case the time

dependence was Lezlizible. The velocity with which the
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surface is ablating seems to be constant for a high

incident heat flux (about 6 to 8 mm/min) while for a lower

energy source the velocity is, due to conduction into the

wood, time dependent.

The computer program was stable for even very large

time intervals (3 seconds) and the the matrix inversion

method made it possible to treat all the boundary

conditions in one and the same program. The running time

was mainly dependent on two factors, the number of

intervals and the amount of output desired (both values

could be changed).
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APPENDIX A

What follows is a description of the computer program

and a flow chart of the main program.
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MAIN Program

- Reads information and data input

- Sets values according to the choice of the boundary

conditions.

- Sets initial values and calculates parameters for the

subroutines.

- Calls WOODPRO, GASPRO, CHARPRO, and SOURCE to obtain

the physical properties for subroutines.

- Computes the parameters of the matrix.

- Calls MATDEC and MATSOL to get the temperature profile.

- Writes output.

- Stops program when maximum time is reached.

- Tests another case or calls exit.

SUBROUTINE MATDEC

- Decomposes the matrix into an upper and a lower

triangular matrix.

SUBROUTINE MATSOL

- Forward solution to maintain Z

- Backward solution to maintain the temperatures.
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SUBROUTINE WOODPRO

- Iterates on the specific gravity and the expansion

coefficients of wood.

- Calculates the conductivity of wood.

- Calculates the specific heat of wood.

SUBROUTINE GASPRO

- Computes the specific heat of the gasmixture.

- Computes the density of the gasmixture.

SUBROUTINE CHARPRO

- Returns the specific heat, the conductivity and the

density of char.

SUBROUTINE SOURCE

- Calculates the burnt mass of each reaction.

- Computes the overall heat source.

- Calculates the gasflow.
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FLOW DIAGRAM OF THE MAIN PROGRAM

Prompt for input data and boundary conditions.
(Boundary condition left = BCL, Boundary condition

right = BCR)
(insulated = 0, constant temperature = 1, constant

Q = 2, convective Boundary = 3)

Write boundary conditions and input data on output
file.

Calculate the legth of the x intervals HX and the
time intervalls HT and initialize arrays and parameters

1

1Set boundary left to point O. NSU =

Begin time loop. NTS=1

Calculate temperature difference between current
temperature and reference temperature

jCall WOODPRO

[Call GASPRO

Call CHARPRO

Call SOURCE

'Calculate properties of the material
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.Test for boundary conditions

//
//

,,,
1

-,,.,

IBCL = 0 'BCR = 0 else
lUse pseudo point Use pseudo point Start with
point
at left boundary at right boundary 1 and end with

with point N-1.

Calculate Parameters A,B,C,RHS

ITest for boundary conditions leftt

BCL = 0
Continue

BCL = 2
B(NSU) = 1

CSNSU) =

BCL = 1

A(NSU) = 0 B(NSU) = 0
C(NSU) = 0 RHS(NSU) =

BCL = 3
B(NSU) = HL+SKM(NSU)/HX
C(NSU) = -SKM(NSU)/HX

Test for bound a! y conditions right

BCR = 0 BCR = 1

Continue A(NX) = 0 B(NX) = 0

C(NX) = 0 RHS(NX) =

BCR = 2
A(NX) =
B(NX) =

BCR = 3
A(NX) = -SKM(NX)/HX
B(NX) = HR+SKM(NX)/HX

Test for boundary condition left

BCL = 0
C(NSU) = A(NSU) + C(NSU)

1-CL = 2

BCL = 1

RHS(NSU+1) = RHS(NSU+1)
-A(NSU+1)*TBL

TNEW(NSU) = TBL

BCL = 33

RHS(NSU) = HX*QL/SKM(NSU) RHS(NSU) = HL*TAL



ITest for boundary condition right,

BCR = 0
A(NX) = A(NX) + C(NX)

BCR = 2
RHS(NX) =-HX*QR/SKM(NX

Yes
NTS = 0

BCL = 1

RHS(NX-1) = RHS(NX-1)
-C(NX-1)*TBL

TNEW(NX) = TBR

BCR = 3
RHS(NX) = HR*TAR

ICall MATDECI

Call MATSOL

NTS = NTSX ?I
-------

lElse
Continue

Yes
Write output on file

INTS =

Else
Continue ,

NTS = NTS +

105
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Amount of char burnt at boundary AL3!
AL3 >= 0.9 ?

!Yes Else
INSU = NSU+1 Contiue

lEnd of Time loop

IPrompt: An other run?
Yes = 1 No = 0

0
iGoto prompts for inputl STOP

SEND
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APPENDIX B

What follows is a listing of the computer programs.
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MAIN PROGRAM

rialtIPAM THESIS (INPLIT,OuTour )
DEAL A(01100) ,R1011001.0 (0:101),AL(r) :110) 05(0:100) ,r-A to :too)
REAL SXN(Osi00) 'SKr; Call.00) ,00r,(011.00 .ROm (0 flog). SNm( Ot ign)
REAL 14G(fisl.00),St01100) ,PNItotinc), TNEw(0:1.01),vG (n:110)
REAL SRGFC(03100) ,3PS(0:100) .0T(1:Lan),sK(01100)
REAL SNC(0310010191(011.001,4R2t1: too ),:is((o t100)
REAL SH(01100) ,SKC1 ,Rt1c(0:100) ,ALFAwcastog)
PEAL AL1(011001,AL2t0t100),AL1(1:101)
PEAL P141(r)1100).80,21011.1101,1H3(011.00).TM_Of 0 1111)

C INPUT
C

3000 1001e0
pR/NT*,ENTEP INITIAL rEmREATuRE.rNITTAL S2cC. GP4VITY"
PPINT..OF THE we00 AT RFF. TEMP. ANO THE ;FF. rEm.(w)
REA0*.TI,S0q0,TREF
IF tKOR.NE.0)GOTO 20

2 RIANT*,ENTER THICKNESS AN0 OF TNTERvALL
PEA0s.XL.NX
IF (KOP.NE.0)G0T0 zn

3 pRTNT3,ENTEp MAX. TIME AN0 OF TrmF INTERVALLS
PEAOsITM.NT
IF (KOP.NE.0)GOTO 20
Poora.SELECT LEFT Pt:WM(740Y CONOITToN
P PINT*.`INSUL.20.CON.TEmP.21.CON.0=2.CONVE:.=1'
REA0.8CL

5 IF (nCL.E0.1) THEN
P0TNTENTER LEFT HANn POUNOAPY TEMP.'
REA06.T9L
IF (KoP.NE.0)GOT0 2n
EMOTE

6 IF CRCL.E0.2) THEN
PPINT*.ENTEP CINST. I LEFT'
READ.,CL
IF (KOR.NE.01GOTO 20
ENOTF

7 IF (9CL.E1.31 THEN
0PINTs.ENTER LEFT HEAT TRAMS. COEF. ANO Amn/. TEHP.
PEA0*.HL.TAL
IF (CIR.NE.0)GOTO 20
!NOTE

9 PRINTI.*SELECT PICHT InuNOARY CONOTTT0N
PIPINT' INSUL.7.0.CON.TF4P.21.CON.1=2,CONvEl.:"
PEAC*.FICR

1 IF (9CP.En.11 THEN
P PINT3,ENTEP RIGHT NANO nOUNOAPT TEmP.
PFA04',TRP
IF tKoP.NF.0)GOT0 21
ENnIr

10 IF(RCP.E0.2) THEN
P RINT6ENTER CnNST. RTni-17
PEAO*100
IF tKOP.NE.0)GOTO 20
ENOTF

11 IF (9CP.E0.3)THEN
poINT*,ENTER RIGHT HEAT TRANS.COEF. AM, ANAT.TEm0.
REA06,HP.TA0
IF WIP.NE.01G3T0 21
ENOIr

12 PPINT*.'ENTEP EPST.EPSW
PEAOstEPST.EPSW
IF(COP.NE.0) GOTO 20

13 PP/NT.*ENTEP OF x T4TEovaLLS Am0 TImEttlicPVALLS SCIPoc
PEA04,,NxSX,NTSx



IF(KOR.NF.0) GOTO 21
C CONTROL INPUT
C

20 wRITE(1.100) TI,SFIGO.TREF
4RTTE(1,101)
WRTTF(1.102) TH,NT
IF(RCL.F0.0) mRITE(1.1031
IFtRCL.E0.1) wRITE(1.104)TRL
IFtRCL.E0.2) umITF(1,105)0L
IFISCL.F0.3) wRITE(1,106)mL,TAL
IF(EICR.E0.0) wPTTE(1,107)
IF1RCR.E0.1) wRITE(1,109)T00
IFt8CF.E1.2) wR/TE(1.109)0R
IF(0C0.F0.3) wRITEf1,11111mR,T4R
NRTTE(1.111) ER5T.E05u
wPITF(1.1.12)NKSx,NTlx
pptwr,.0xs9.IF NOT INPuT A Mg INO000gOT LI4F
REA0.KOR
IFtKOR.NE.01GOTO(1.2.104.5.6.7.9.1.10.11.12.111 Kop

C FORMATS
C

100 FORM4T(1X.11 T:= ,F5.2,2X.C0(10= *.F5.4.2TRE=. ,F6.2)
101 FORNAT(1X.21 THICKnES= ',F10.5.2x.*4 OF xINTFPv.=
102 FORNATI1X.'3* NAx.TIm= .F10.4.2X./ OF TIMF INT= .r4)
103 FORMATI14: LEFT 4AMO SIDE InSuLATEn'l
to' FrxEn LEFT TEMP.', /.1X,5: TEL= ,Ft0.4)
105 FORNAT(1W4: CONIT.0 LEFT./.1x.51 LFFT 02 ,F11.7)
LOS FOnmaTt1x.41 CONVECTION ON LEFT 1/0E./.1x.7t ML

C= e.F4.3,2xTAHt= '.Ft0.4)
107 FORMAT 1X,51 Fort14T MANI SInE InSI)LATE0)
tan FORmAT(1X.'9t FIxE0 nIlmT TENR../.1RI TRIP= tg11.41
too FoRmaTtiit CONST.O piO4T q= ,F9.3)
110 FORm4T11)1.9: CONVFCTTON ON RIGHT SIOE'./.t.K.11) mo

Cs .F=.2.2x.*TAmr.
111 FORmAT(ix.121 EP5T= ,F6.4.2ERSw= .F5.41
112 cORNATI1X.131 nXsx= .14,2X,NTSY= .:4)

C CALCULATICN OF THE 44TpIx

HT=TminT
Hx=xL/mx
NSUgl
NTSsi

C CALCULATION OF THE pRopEPTIFS
C

50
C
C

in 50 I=0,Nx
M81(I) =0
Hn2til=0
4111(j)=0

AL1(r)=0
AL2(I)=0
AL3111=0
8141.(I)=0

5M?(I)=0
eNT(I1=4
ALFAm(/)=1
T010(I)=TT
SPGF0(I)=SFGO

SEGINN/NG OF THE TIME LOOP
00 2000 IJ=t,NT
TimE=HTTJ
00 51 T=NSuoix

109



C

51 OT(/)=TOLO(/)-TFEF

CALL NOOOFRo(Nx,SFG0,SPGFo,OT,ToLO,E0Sw,SFS,SY,SH,
CALL GASP9O(Nx,TOLO,SHG,g10)
CALL cHdp0RO(NX,Sm'C,SHC,FOC)
CALL SOURCE(ALI,AL2,ALI,TOL0,Nx.HT,Hx.SPq.S.V%,ALFAN,

ONN10020101T,N0G.FN1ON200,11)
C

C
C CALCULATION OF THE 0AFAHETE0S
C

C

00 52 ImNSu,Nx
FowmSFG(riiEE
RON(I)=ALFAmt/lmR0w4(1-ALFA U(/))*000(T)
SKN(I)=ALFANtI1SKIII(1-aLFAN(I))Sxc!r)
5HN(/)mALFA14411SH(I)(1-ALFAW1)SHC(I)

52 SPGFO(/)2SPG(I)

00 70 I/I=NSU.Nx
iF(T/I.Fa.(Nsti t)) rHE4
ULmf1-AL3(Nsu))
IFfUL.LE.0.11 ULm00
ELSE

ENOIF
IIIIImI/I
ImIII
II =I-1
III/=II
IE(I.EO.NSU) THEN
V(ICL.E0.01 THEN
II =I

III/mNSU
vG(NSU)=0
ELSE
GOT() 70
ENOIF
ENOIF
IFti.EO.NX)THEN
IFIOCR.E0.0) THEN
I =II

IITIT=Nx
vG(Nx)=0
ELSE
t:OTO 70
ENOIF
ENOIF
A(T.II)2SKP(II) NT/Imx uLl.sNr.(I/1*ROG(TI)mvStITIT)*HT/2

C,SHG(I/1Pe91trnl.6No2(2t)1,6.w13(/T)),2
0(III)m(-SxN(/),Hx-Sivi( //),(Hx) JL)18HT-(P01(I)*VI(/II/I).cHG(/),1

C-00G(IIPDVVNTIP'541(IT)/2)*NT-Nx/20(120G(I) mSHG(r)4.
c'ommonwm(T),(Pontrri-sHntrrwmw(m.smmitrnsuL)
C+SHOCIII(Ne1 (I/130.60192(II)1.5H97tII))/2
C( tI2)msxmtv HT/Hx-mnr,tilvS(t/1II),HTSHS(I)/2
coHs(III)m-Hx/2 tS(t)4.11/Il ULlHT-Hx/7t00StI),SHI(/)R1H(I)
CmSHN(I),(POG(In m141(II)00NtIIIsHN(II))JL)T010(III)

70 CONTINUE
IFISCL.E0.2) THEN
0(NSU) mi
C(NSU12-1.
ENOIF
IFtmCL.E0.3) THEM
R(SU)mHLSKH(NSu)fqx
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Ctic311)=-Sxm(N50/Hx
ENOIF
IFIMCL.F0.1) THEM
A(NSU)=0
OtmSU1=0
CfmSul=0
pHSINSU)=1
FNOTc

C

iFfICR.E0.2) THEN
x(Nx) =-1.
OtmX)=1
ENOIF
IF(BCR.E0.3) THEN
O(xX)=HP.Sxmlmx1/10(
A(Nx)=-SXr(mx)/Hx
ENIrr
TEIRCP.E0.1) THEN
A(MX) =0
8(4)(1=0
Otmx)=0
omS(Nx)=0
ENOIF

C OECONPCSITION OF THE HaTcrx xmO THE SOLUTION FOR THE TEHpE0xTURE
C

00=0
OmX=0
mSsmSU
mE=mx

IFtICL.E0.01 THEM
C(NSU)=11(NSWiCtHSO)
EMOTE

ic(RCR.E0.0) THEN
AtmX1=x(Nx)+C(mx)
ENOIF

IFI9CL.E0.11 THEN
FM45(1)=RNS(1)-AtilT0L
TNEw(rM)=Ttil
NS=iNSU
EMOTE

IF(9CP.E0.1) THEN
RHS(mx-1)2RHstNx-1)-c(Nx-1)TI4
TNEN(NX)=TOR
ME=NX-1
EMOTE

IFIc4CL.E0.2) THEN
amS(NSU)2Hx*OL/SXmtmCul
00=0
ENOIF

iF(MCP.E0.2) THEN
amStNX1=-HxsoPt5xmtmx,
ONX=0
EMOTE

IF(ACL.E0.3) THEN
00=0
RHS(NSUI=HL*TAL
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1 1 3

C

C RACKWARC SOLUTION
C

T(NE)=711 )

no 2 I=NE-1.NS*1.-1
2 T(t)=Ztr)-5A(1),T(/1)

TINSl=7(NSI-GA(NS)4T(NS.1)
RETURN
ENO
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SUBROUTINE SOURCE

SuiRuuTINc SOURCE1AL1,112,AL3.%6J,4x,HT,Hx,SPG,S,VG,ALFAw,
Lmi.1.(14Z.AN3,R1.003m1,3m2,1!.3)
REAL ICL:41411441,m1.1141144/.41-214114J1,ALT14i1041
REAL. r31.11641.0RG15110C1,40114:1441,492(4)100)
REAL 4G1411u41.;LF,:w14114J1,ALw11.11441,AL42(5:1401
REAL 401011441
REAL. R001411441.4160114.M24.m3e,m
REAL im110114ki).3H21011401,314314:1441
QE4. YIGait,i,J.V2(011:411 0193(Je1.;,1, Stu: tau)

THIz :.144MOUTINE c.LcuLATEs rmE TERM FOR 9URNIN0 w000

REAKTION liCHAR ING OF wtwIZELLULOSE AND LENIN

co 1 tzcou
IFtrcLott),I.T.523) THEN
ALN111/2/.
Hil(11=4
GOTOI
ENG1F
E1214.04

Y41=1
YF1=4.4
AL1(1/241./IT1 RK1EX01-1/1d.316TOLOCI11111-111.11T11HT
IF141.11I1.ZT.11 All1I1=2
1,11TizT41-AL11T1(T01-TF11
m142'4,RGCLImA116/2
nua(1-y11111414/4.6
wit(L)2N10-gml1I1
'11111I1stio

ALw11I1=1M14-HP1/H10
CuNTINUE

REA4TiCh 21 CHARING OF CELLULOSE

00 2 Is4.NA
IF1TC1.0(I1.6T.5731 THEN
A14211)=1
m..21I1=4
GOTO 2
iN0TF

=zs,Jucia

01(2=0E1,4
Y42=1
YF2=.4
AL2( 1.)=A4.21I1 RK2 ExP1-E2/10.31.TOLOtI11(1-AL2(I11mT
IF1CL21Ii.GT.1! 41.211)21.
YLCD=YG2-AL211.11TC2-TF21
m20=5PGII)HXli6/2
M8 =11-1,21I)11q5/Go2
m82 msna-Im21I1
3N2111=mo
A0421I1=1H2C-Halin20

2 CCNT1NUE

REAZTICN 31 SURNING 0F THE 1:141.R

30 3 1=4.NX
IF1T6LNII.LT.0231 THEN
mr1311)=4
00T0 4
ENOIF
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E3 :54000

RK321E4
TO3=6.4
YF3=0
AL3t11:41.3( /),F1(3*EXPtEl/18.314°T060(t)1111-.401I))0HT
IFIeL3II).GT.11 01.3(D at
YI(j) 2Y03AL3IIICTC3-,YF31
H3Q=SPOID'HX1E6
HO*14.4..T3(IN30
N83(I)2,48...8N3(I)
ON3(IlzMO

3 coNrzNuE
C

C CAL:ULATICN OF ALFAW
00 '4 T2U,NX

4 ALFAHCIIs(A04111/04042f1))/2

TERM

C
01,116A
02x1603
usa4b5
OU 14 :20,NX
3(I)741*M81(I)+132'He2(TI.O3*M831/)

10 NCII/mM31(1)G.6.0192(1)0.60MHSII)

C CALCULATION OF THE VELOCITY
C

N =Q

OU 20 12NX.Ot..1
MsH,MUCI)

20 VG(Dv.04/1HTROG(Ili
200 FORMAT(1X0.472 ,F4.4)
201 FORMATI1X.,TOLO(tvI2,1X,12 0,Fa.3)

202 FORmAt(IX0.12 +.12,1X, 'Ails 0,E12.4,IXO.Y12 fa12.4,2x,2E9.2)

RETUItN
ENO
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SUBROUTINE GASPRO

SUBRQUTINE GASPRO(NX,TOLO,SHO,ROGI
REAL TOLO( G:14;0),OCOOCU2,SHG(621,:)1,ROG(tAIOC1
THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE PROPERTIES OF 4

C CO ANC CO2 GAS MIXTURE
C

ENTERING THE LONSTANTS
mco=,ai-3
MCO2=44E-3

C CALCULATON OF THE SPECIFIC HEAT IN J/m0L'<

00 1 I=0,NX
SHC0 =26.881.6.971E-3*TOLO(I)-11.d21E-6*TOLJ(I)*TOLn(/)
SH:02=26.014 +43.528E-3*TOLO(I)-14.943E-6*71LO(I)*TOL3(I)
TRANSFORMATION CF THE SPECIFIC NEAT IN J/S*K
SHC)=SHCO/(1660mC0)
SHCO2=SHCO2/(10U0MCO2)
SHG(I)=0.4*SHC3*0.6'SHCO2

1 CONTINUE
a

CALCULATION OF THE DENSITIES, YJ=NJ/NM
RO IS IN O/M 413
n3=O.4/(MC0+01.4/MCO*0.6/M0021/
YCO2=1-YCO
PLO=YLO*1E5
PCO2=YCO231E5
00 2 I=0,ux
ROCO=PCO*MC0/(8.314*TOLO(I))
R000E=PCOZ*mCO2/(8.314+TOLO(I))
ROG(I)=ROCO.R0:02

2 ROG(I)=ROG(I)*10J0
RETURN
ENO
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SUBROUTINE WOODFRO

SUBROUTINE wOOOPPO (NX,SPGQ,SPGFO.CT,TuL09:P.SA,.PG,CK.Gr)
REAL SP0F0(0:1CC),OT(0:10O).TCLO(J:1C7),SPG(,:in)
REAL T(0:100),OTF(011J0),ALRA(C:11.13)
REAL SK(01100)15H(0110C),ALT4(w2100),JOL(:;:iCC)

THIS SUBROUTINE G LCULATES THE THERMAL PRuPEPTIFS OF
DRY W000.

C CALCULATION CF Ti F SPECIFIC GRAVITY. THE TEMPERATURE wac
ORIGINALLY IN FO4RENHEIT

ALGR=2.1E-5
co ta i=o0x
ALR4(I)=(32LSPGFO(I).391 *1E-6
ALTA(Ilm(330SPGFO(I)+13.41*1E-6
DTF(II=0T(I)*1.8
VOL(I)2(1+0TF(I)*ALGR)*(1+0TF(I),ALRAIIII4(14.0TF(I) *ALT4.(I))
SPG(I1=SPGO/VOL(I)
SS=ISPG(Il-SPGFO(I))/SPG(I)
SPGFO(I)=SPG(I)
IF(ABS(SS).GT.EPSW)GOTO 1

10 CONTINUE

C CALCULATION OF THE CONDUCTIVITY
C ORIGINAL UNITS aTU*IN/HRoFT*FT,NOw 4/4*K

00 11 I =O,Nx
SK(I)=SPG(I) o1.39+0.165

11 SKII1 =SK(I)*0.16413
C

4 CALCULATION OF THE SPECIFIC HEAT
C OLD UNITS BTU/LBNF, NOW J/G*K

00 12 I=0,Nx
SH(I)=0.254.0.JU06*(TOLD(I)1.d-453.57)

12 SH(I)=4.184*SH(I)
RETURN
ENO
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SUBROUTINE CHARP RO

SUBROUTINE CHARPRO(Nx ,SKC,SHC,,RO:)
REAL SKC( C:1.30) ,SHC(0:10G) ,R0:. (0:10,0
00 1 I=0 ,NX
SH:( I) =2
SK:( 1)=0 .
RCC( I)::240000
CONTINUE
RETURN
ENO


